Director Report 10-16-17

Administrative
- Performed annual evaluation for Gail Fike

Technology
- Reviewed RFPs for new website. Project offered to and accepted by EpbRI (Evan Barta) of Warwick, RI
- Installed new WIFI access points which will improve stats collection
- Cheryl O’Neill is developing a program on internet security and privacy to be given at the Gibson Center
- Continuing to review online video creation services
- Submitted grant to NH DOE Robotics Education Development Program

Buildings and Grounds
- Annual sprinkler service conducted by John Carter on 10-10-17
- Met with Paul D regarding lighting for western walkway
- A couple of emergency lights replaced
- Met with Kristen McDermott regarding landscaping on western side of building
- Snow blower purchased for library. Cost $1,100.
- Ordered NRHP plaque

Collections
- Library offering “Rocket Languages” as of December 1st, 2017.
- Materials outside the scope of the Henney History Room being removed from collection
- Tessa Narducci now performing A/V ordering for Children’s collection

Programs/Outreach
- Steve Corning program October 6th had 50 attendees
- Andy Davis program is October 25th
- Monica Wood OBOV finale program is October 26th
- “Miss Maybell and Slimpickins” Performing at Library December Friday, 1st at 7PM
- Tara McKenzie assisting with “Little Engineers” program at Pine Tree

Professional Development
- Tara McKenzie attending Children’s Librarian conference (CHILIS)
- Tessa Narducci recently attended Young Adult Librarian conference (YALS)

Respectfully Submitted,
David Smolen